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8. Concluding Remarks 

This study provides an empirical assessment of the residual income valuation model 

proposed by Ohlson (1995) based on analysts’ forecast data. The residual income 

valuation model highlights the relation between current accounting variables and 

future abnormal earnings. Besides the original type of the residual income valuation 

model, we adopt a model variation with consideration of accounting conservatism 

(Jamin, 2005). Our purpose is to verify the predictive and explaining power of 

intrinsic value-to-price ratio (V/P ratio) of TSEC Taiwan 50 Index and compare V/P 

ratios with alternative proxies of value measures. 

 

Our results show that V/P ratios are better at predicting short-to-mid term future 

market returns in univariate forecasting regressions. B/P ratio is better at predicting 

long-term future market returns and E/P ratio is not significant at predicting future 

market returns in univariate forecasting regressions. According to figures 3-1 and 3-2, 

V/P ratios are relative stable forecasting variable of future market returns from 

short-to-mid term holding period while B/P ratio is reliable in predicting long-term 

market returns. 

 

When taking all value measures into consideration, the explaining power of future 
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market returns increases as holding period extends. V/P ratios and traditional simple 

ratios are seen to dominate each other in different holding period. These results 

suggest that V/P ratios are not clearly better indicators of future market returns than 

traditional simple ratios. 

 

Value-Investing strategy is feasible by the residual income valuation model. The 

model with consideration of accounting conservatism performs much better than the 

model with no such concern. The empirical period in this paper is not long enough to 

observe more market reverses, and it will be worth doing further research by 

extending the sample and holding period. 

 

Furthermore, the long-term period of low nominal interest rate in Taiwan market has 

seriously affected the accuracy of residual income valuation. Since the nominal 

interest rate are low, we should do further assumption of interest rate to reflect the true 

equity charge of each company. There are still other factors in Taiwan market 

violating the necessary conditions of the residual income valuation model. For 

instance, the business cycle and prediction error of analysts’ forecast earnings. 

 

Finally, our implementation of the residual model is simple, and still leaves much 
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room for improvement. Further studies may lead to refinements in other key 

parameters of the model, including long term growth rate and actual interest rate in 

order to reflect true intrinsic value of each company. 


